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Chapterr 3 

ETUDES:: SMALL MOLECULES 

3.11 Introductio n 

Thee object is to solve the Periodic-Anderson Hamiltonian as it is introduced in the 
previouss chapter for the parameter settings believed to be typical for heavy-fermion 
materials.. Of particular interest are the low-energy excitations, as they are expected 
too be essential for understanding the low-temperature thermodynamic properties of 
suchh a system. Unfortunately, the Periodic-Anderson Hamiltonian can not easily be 
solved.. In general, the Periodic-Anderson Hamiltonian is represented in terms of 
single-electronn creation and annihilation operators (c*, c, f*  and f). A part of the 
Hamiltoniann is purely single-electron in nature. This part conserves lattice periodic-
ityy and the conserved quantity, hence a good quantum number, is the wave vector, k. 
Thee second part represents the electron-electron interactions (U £V  a n (f^) n (f^..^)). 
I tt is the result of a Coulomb repulsion between the electrons. The fact that its origin 
iss a Coulomb repulsion between two electrons enforces that the best representation 
iss in terms of real-space indices (the positions of the two electrons). The Heisenberg 
exclusionn principle does not allow for a compromise between the reciprocal lattice 
representationn and this real-space representation. Representing for example this sec-
ondd part in terms of reciprocal-lattice parameters will cause all f*  states to be coupled 
too all other f*  states (now f̂  is only coupled to U-a)- Precisely the reverse argument 
holdss for the first part of the Hamiltonian. 

Inn case correlation effects between electrons only invoke minor corrections, 
Hartree-Fockk approximations are still useful. But in the case of heavy-fermion systems 
suchh correlation effects start to be such major players that even concepts as band 
structuress can become questionable (see the next chapter). 

Sometimess we are lucky. By physical insight we are able to formulate a gen-
erall  concept for the fundamental excitations. Examples of such correlated-electron 
systemss that can be treated in this manner are, the " Cooper pairs" in case of the 
BCSS superconductors or "composite fermions", "anyons" and "skermions"in the case 
off  low-dimensional electronic structures. In the case of heavy-fermion behavior such a 
microscopicc model for the low-energy excitations is still absent other than the notion 
thatt it must predominantly involve spin degrees of freedom. 

Basically,, there are two possible approaches. One is what we will call the "local 
approach".. This starts with the properties of a single magnetic ion (or a simple 
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molecule)) and works towards the situation involving more ions. These approaches 
usuallyy start with the single-ion Kondo effect or small enough molecules so that the 
low-energyy eigenstates and energy spectra can be determined. The second approach 
iss what we wil l call the "delocalized approach". This starts with the fact that the 
magneticc ions are arranged periodically, and usually involve band structures etc.. We 
havee put aside here the (marginal) Fermi liquid approaches as they do not reveal any 
microscopicc information about the nature of the low-energy eigenstates, in the sense 
ass Cooper pairs do for BCS superconductivity. 

Thee approach presented here falls into the category of the localized models. I t 
iss inspired by the fact that the small molecule of Fulde as presented in the previous 
chapterr already reveals so much information about the single-ion Kondo effect (single-
ionn Anderson Hamiltonian). Here we wil l study variations of such molecules involving 
moree f and more ligand states in the hope that they wil l reveal some information about 
thee low-energy eigenstates and spectra to be expected for the Periodic-Anderson 
Hamiltoniann in the limi t applicable to heavy-fermion systems. There are computer 
programss available which allow a determination of energy spectra and eigenstates of 
highlyy complicated molecules. We decided not to follow such a route but, instead, 
choosee molecules where eigenstates and spectra can be determined analytically. The 
reasonn for this is that we want to identify the mechanisms at work in their most 
simplee form. Hence, we use the word "etudes" in the title. 

3.1.13.1.1 Which molecules do we consider? 

Ourr inspiration comes from the "Fulde molecule" discussed in the previous chapter[1]. 
We,, therefore, use similar simplified versions of magnetic-ion and ligand atoms. They 
aree referred to as f and c atoms each with only one state, doubly spin degenerate. For 
theirr corresponding energies, ef and ec, respectively, we assume ef < ec. Two electrons 
occupyingg the single f state of the magnetic ion wil l experience a mutual Coulomb 
repulsion,, U, so strong that U > ec - ef. * Agreement between such molecules and 
thee actual situation is believed to be optimal for Uf (fj, — ef) & 2.5, where ec wil l 
takee the role of fi. The Coulomb repulsion, as a result of two electrons occupying a 
cc orbital or one occupying a c while the other is on an f orbital, wil l be discarded. 
Thiss is justifiable since in the actual situation ligand-atom orbitals are sufficiently 
extended.. We assume a ligand-hybridization between f and c atoms to be present but 
small,, i.e. \T\ / (ec — ef) <C 1, and between two ligand f orbitals to be non-existing. 
Thee latter corresponds to the observation that in real heavy-fermion systems the 
distancee between magnetic ions exceeds the so-called Hil l limi t (see next chapter). 
Unlesss explicitly mentioned otherwise, we assume the number of electrons and atoms 
presentt to be equal. 

*Ann implicit assumption made here is that each magnetic ion can be described by only one spin 
degeneratee f shell, while in reality the f shells contain 14 states and, in general, there is more than one 
electronn present. The correlations due to their interactions are reflected by the well known Hund 's 
rules,, which do not enter the discussion here. This may have consequences for the electron-electron 
correlationss present at an individual magnetic ion (as in the two-channel Kondo problem). 
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Figuree 1 Representation of all molecules for which the spectra and excitations are explicitely 
determined.. Small circles represent f sites (denoted by " f " ) while large circles represent c sites 
(denotedd by "c " ) Arrows indicate interactions a): We will argue that such molecules have 
propertiess analogous to a single magnetic ion embedded in a metallic host, b): Molecules in 
whichh insufficient c sites are present to form individual single mangetic-ion ground states at each 
ff site seperately (of the type as for molecule a:) c): Moleucle in which a surplus of symmetry 
operatorss is present (three mirror planes and a rotational symmetry). Not all symmetry 
operatorss do commute with one another while they do commute with the Hamiltonian. d): 
Moleculee in which ample c sites are present for single-magnetic ion ground states at each 
individuall f site seperately, but each c site has interactions with all f sites. Molecule d will also 
bee used as a simple example of a large molecule constructed from two smaller ones. 

Importantt for the ground state and the low-energy excitations in the "Fulde 
molecule""  as discussed in the previous chapter is the singlet formation between the 
ff  and the c state. In this case, maximum profit is made of the energy reduction as 
aa result of the ligand hybridization. As we wil l see, a c state can only be in singlet 
formationn with one f state at a time. The first molecule we wil l consider is where two 
ff  sites equally share one c site. Such a molecule is depicted as b in Fig.1 This must be 
onee of the simplest molecules where one can expect a correlation between the two f 
sitess due to the fact that they must share the same c state to form the Kondo singlet. 
Forr this molecule we wil l also study the effect of adding or removing an electron from 
thee system. 

I nn the case of such a molecule an important quantum number is parity with 
respectt to interchanging the two f states. A logical extension of this molecule is where 
threee f sites share one c site. This is depicted as molecule c in Fig. 1. This is one of 
thee simplest molecules with several rotational and mirror symmetries for which the 
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Figuree 2 Upper right: example of the type of molecules considered. A number of magnetic 
ionss (denoted by " f " ) equally share a number of ligand atoms (denoted by "c" ) . Each c 
sitee has interactions with all of the neighbouring f sites. Arrows indicate interactions. Upper 
left:: example of a variation of the previous molecule which is not considered. Lower part: 
graphicall representation of an example of a lattice constructed from smaller molecules. For 
suchh solids the many-electron eigenstates of the small molecule take a role analogous to the 
single-electronn atomic orbital wavefunctions in a single-body tight-binding band theory. The 
picturee in the lower right corner could be misleading. If one takes the arrows in the lattice as 
literaryy representing interactions, such arrows should connect to the big circles representing the 
ligandd arrow. 

correspondingg symmetry operators do not all commute with one another. 

Inn terms of the "simple Fulde molecule" the situation of the Periodic-Anderson 
Hamiltoniann is best approached as these molecules are arranged in a periodic lattice 
withh a ligand hybridization introduced between the c sites of neighboring molecules, 
seee the lower part of Fig. 2 

Whilee for the whole lattice the numbers of electrons and atoms are still equal 
thiss is no longer true for individual molecules. If a molecule with equal number of 
atomss and electrons is neutral then one can refer to the situation of an excess electron 
presentt in such a molecule as an electron excitation and the situation of the absence 
off  an electron as a hole excitaton. We expect electron-hole excitations to be present 
inn a lattice formed by " Fulde molecules". To study the eigenstates and energy spectra 
off  these electron-hole excitations (basically one electron transferred from one Fulde 
moleculee to another) we studied molecules of the type c in Fig. 1. This can be seen as 
twoo Fulde molecules connected where the c site of one Fulde molecule has an equally 
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strongg ligand hybridization to the f site of the other molecule. We wil l see that for 
thatt molecule very particular magnetic ground states (aside from the non-magnetic) 
aree found. 

Anotherr way to connect the two Fulde molecules is as depicted in the left 
upperr corner of Fig. 2. Molecules a, b and c in Fig. 1 are similar in the sense that 
alll  c sites are equally shared by all f sites. But only in situation c in Fig. 1 sufficient 
cc sites are present to form simultaneously a singlet for each f site independently (in 
situationn a and b there are insufficient c sites present for such purposes). What effect 
doess this have on the coupling between the f sites? 

Thee type of magnetic ordering preferred by these molecules (the magnetic 
ionss arranged either ferromagnetically or antiferromagnetically) wil l also be studied. 
Thiss is done by introducing a fictitious field enforcing a ferro- or antiferromagnetic 
orderingg onto the f sites of the molecule. By comparison of the susceptibilities in the 
(anti)ferromagneticc fictitious field we wil l determine the type of ordering preferred by 
thee molecule. As the situation of a ferromagnetic fictitious field is similar to that for 
ann externally applied magnetic field an attempt is made to determine the existence 
off  a characteristic external magnetic field and a version of a single-energy scaling 
relationn between characteristic temperatures and fields. 

Wee are primarily interested in the low-energy part of the energy spectra of 
ourr molecules in which we wil l identify three different energy or temperature scales, 
i.e.. kB2£, kBT* and kBT2* . kBTf Corresponds to the energy difference between the 
groundd states and the lowest excited states with different symmetry and larger spin 
quantumm numbers but still in a singlet state between f and c states. We attr ibute 
TiTi to the temperature above which correlation between different f sites is lost. kBT£ 
Correspondss to the energy difference to excited states that are no longer singlets. We 
attr ibutee T£ to the temperature above which no traces of the single-ion Kondo effect 
cann be found in the molecule. The expression kB 7^ corresponds to excited states 
withh a smaller total spin quantum number (still singlet formation takes place and 
thee symmetry quantum numbers are conserved with respect to the ground state). 
Couldd TQ be related to the small but essentially non-zero magnetic moment observed 
inn heavy-fermion materials? Could such trends be extrapolated to the narrow but 
veryy pronounced peak at the Fermi level in the density of states for heavy-fermion 
behaviour? ? 

3.22 Variou s magnet ic ions sharing one l igand a tom 

Inn this section we wil l study molecules b and c of Fig. 1. Introduce fj^f ^ and c*  ,cff 

ass the creation, annihilation operators for the f and c state, repsectively on site i and 
spinn a. As there is only one c-site present, the index i is dropped for the c-states. 
Usingg previous parameter settings, the Hamiltonian for such molecules can then be 
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representedd as: 

++ E E [e4f^ + {TiUa + r*4̂ r  } + ̂ ,T ,̂1 

wheree 7Vf is the number of f-sites present and n  ̂ = f^f^ 

3.-S.. i Some general trends for the ground states 

Goodd quantum numbers to label eigenstates and energy spectra of the Hamiltonian 
Eq.. 3.1, are the ones related to the total spin operator, denoted as S and its quantum 
numberr s, the projection of such spin operator along a certain axis, denoted as Sz 

andd its quantum number m, and the symmetry operators. 
Forr \T\ = 0 another good quantum number would have been the occupation 

densityy of the individual sites. If the number of electrons and atoms is equal for the 
degeneratee ground states each f site and c site wil l be precisely unity occupied. This 
iss the result for ef < ec and U > (ec - ef ). In the actual situation \T\  ̂ 0 but with 
\T\\T\ J (ec — ef) < 1 , we expect the resulting occupation densities of individual sites of 
thee low-energy eigenstates to be close to the ones for \T\ = 0. This can be understood 
ass follows. The effect of the introduction of the ligand hybridization is to shift charge 
fromm f to c states. The energy difference of the two initiall y unhybridized states is 
att its smallest (ec — ef) (this must be two states differing one unit of charge -with 
spin-- shifted between f and c sites otherwise they wil l not hybridize). As the ligand-
hybridizationn strength is much smaller than the initial energy splitting of the two 
statess that hybridize, general rules apply. The energy of the state with the lowest 
energyy wil l be shifted to lower values proportional to t = \T\2 / (ec - cf) while the 
statee with the highest energy is shifted upwards by the same amount. The main 
constituentss of the eigenstates is almost unaffected (for a detailed discussion see our 
discussionn of the Fulde molecule in the previous chapter). The occupation densities 
off  individual sites wil l still be close to unity, the f sites slightly less while the c site 
slightlyy more than unity. For the sake of argument let's take each site approximately 
singlyy occupied. 

Forr the ground states it is advantaguous to have as much as possible of the f 
andd c states in a singlet arrangement. In this case as the state hybridizes it is always 
guaranteedd that a unit of charge -with spin- can be shifted between such c and f sites 
inn singlet arrangement.1' Such a unit wil l always find the correct empty state on the 
receivingg site. 

*Thee ligand hybridization term conserves spin. In terms as ft̂ ct _g (as they appear in a singlet) 
itt is always guaranteed that the cj  g state is not occupied so that charge(with spin o) can be shifted 
freelyfreely from the Via into the ct^state. Similarly, it is always guaranteed that the f?_CT state is not 
occupiedd so that charge(with spin -er) can be shifted freely from the c]_CT into the ft _ state. 
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AA property of singlet formation of two single-electron states is that interchang-
ingg their spin indices reverses the sign of the overall state. As a result of this any 
singlee particle state can be in singlet arrangement with only one other single particle 
statee simultaneously. 

Anyy attempt to arrange a c state in a singlet arrangment with more than one f 
statee simultaneously will result in the vacuum state. E.g. for N[ — 2 the requirement 
forr a singlet arrangement between all f states with the c state simultaneously enforces 
thatt if the ground state contains a term Qtf]j0.m4]ff(2)cI(c) ^n en ^ m u s^ a l s o contain 

termss as —af|j(7(cj4^(2)^(1) an<^ _a*ï,<r(i)4,ff(c)cI(2)' **° r eaL<^i ° ^ t n e se latter two terms 
thee same argument holds etc., so that we get the following cascade: 

occ a 
ftt ft _t , ^ fl,<7(c)V(2)C?(l)+ "*  V(c)4,a(l)C?(2) -*  , ft £f t 
V ( i W ) c » W ++ _  _ft ft rt . _, ft f]  ct _,, + I V J W < K « 

^^  I l,(r(l) r 2,<7(c)C<7(2)+ ^  I l,ff(2) I2,i7(c)Cff(l ) 

(3.2) ) 

Slightlyy rearranged this results in: 

a^(l),<r(2),<7<c)) = <*g ^{{fU(X)fl^2)  ~ /lV(2)/2t
j f f (l) ) CUc) (3- 3) 

++ (/l,<T(2)A,<r(c) ~~ A,ff(c)/v(2)J Co-(l) + \/l,ff(c)/2,<r(l ) _ fl,a(l)J2,a{x)J Cc(2)l' 

Takingg into account that the only values o~ can assume is , it can be 
verifiedd that aF(r(i)]ff(2)^(c) = 0. As this holds for two f sites the conclusion must 
automaticallyy hold for three and more f sites. 

ff  Sites cannot be in singlet formation with one c site simultaneously. The 
majorr part of the ground states we assume to be a linear combination of terms, 
wheree for each individual term a different f site is in singlet formation with the c site, 
(i.e.. \y/2 ft^cj — fj^cj for site i), hence 

» » 

wheree I ) contains all f states other than the ones of site i. We, therefore, 
obtain n 

farJV,farJV, = 2, | ^ ) = ( ^ f ] i T + / ? 4i ) | 0 >, (3.5) 

andforiV,, = 3, | ^ > = ( « 4 4 T + M A + T ^ l l + ^ A ) l°> 
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|0)) Denotes here the vacuum state. Given certain spin and symmetry quantum 
numbers,, the indices a  ̂ /3i 5 7^ and 6t are fixed. 

Whatt wil l be the total-spin quantum number of the ground state? We just 
learnedd that terms of the form 

114 4 ct„„  |0> (3.6) 

aree maximally affected by the ligand hybridization. I t is always possible to 
movee a charge from the c site to any f site while conserving spin. We expect ground 
statess to contain such a term. If m denotes the quantum number of the spin operator 
projectedd along a certain axis, S2, a conserved quantity of the Hamiltonian, then we 
knoww that for such ground states: 

1 1 
" ll  = n electron ~ 1 (3.7) 

Thiss limit s the quantum number, s, of the total spin operator, S, to 

—A'eiectronn — 1 < S < — iV ei e ct ron" (3-8) 

Theree is nothing in the problem which fixes a preferential axis for S2. So, 
anyy conclusions drawn for a certain m of a certain s must hold for all m of that s. 
Wee can exclude m = s = \Ne\^.tTOTi since such a state contains terms of the form 

U ii  4| c | |0)) a term clearly not affected by the ligand hybridization (no charge can 

bee shifted between c and f states while conserving spin). As this holds for one m of 

ss = 5-Nelectron, we can exclude 3 = ^N^^^  ̂ as a whole, leaving 

Agroundd states = n  l" -* V 

Modell  molecules to which Eq. 3.1 holds can always be depicted as a two-
dimensionall  molecule where the f sites are arranged rotational-symmetric around a 
centrall  c site. The symmetry operators are then related to a particular rotational 
symmetryy for the f sites, interchanging the role of two f sites or the possible presence 
off  mirror symmetries. The latter can always be seen as a combination of interchanging 
twoo f sites. Not always do the operators related to interchanging f sites commute with 
thee ones related to rotational symmetry. This means only one or the other can be 
usedd as a quantum label of our eigenstates, not both simultaneously. 

Forr the molecules with Nt = 2, Nf = 3 and Nf = 4 we find that the ground 
statess correspond to an eigenvalue of unity for their respective rotational operators. 
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ff  site j , c site j f site 

Figuree 3 A small molecule consisting of one ligand and two magnetic-ion atoms. The f and c 
sitee are primitive versions of atoms consisting only of one orbital representing an incompletely 
filledd f shell of a magnetic ion and a state of its ligand atom, respectively. This molecule forms 
thee simplest illustration for conduction-electron sharing. Each magnetic ion has the tendency 
too form singlets. But insufficient conduction electrons are present to do so. To achieve this 
theyy have to share the conduction electrons between them. Hence a correlation exists. The f 
andd c orbitals, with orbital energy £f and ec, are weakly coupled through a ligand-hybridization 
matrixx element, T. When two electrons occupy the f site their mutual Coulomb repulsion is U. 
Thee orbital of the c site is assumed to be extended and Coulomb interactions in it are neglected 
ass are interactions between electrons in c and f orbital. 

Thiss can be understood as follows. For any other eigenvalue of the rotational operator 
aa non-symmetric distribution of spin and/or charge over the f sites is obtained (to be 
moree precisely it is the phase of the wavefunction which is initiall y distributed non-
symmetrically).. The effect of the ligand-hybridization is then to move spin and/or 
chargee from f-site to f-site, either clockwise or anti-clockwise depending on the eigen-
valuee of the rotational operator. Associated with these movements (and the rotational 
operator)) is an angular momentum hence a kinetic energy. 

Thee singlet formation between f sites and the central c site is of importance. 
Byy requiring the combined spin of a certain f site and the c site to be minimal 
andd independent of the f site chosen we guarantee the maximum presence of singlet 
formation.. This fixes a, /3,7 and 6 uniquely. 

Onee should realize that terms of the form Eq. 3.6 already satisfy the rotation-
symmetryy requirements (eigenvalue unity). 

3.2.23.2.2 Two f sites sharing a central c site. 

Inn this section we consider the molecule in which two f sites share a central c site, as 
graphicallyy depicted in Fig. 3. 
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Conservedd quantities of the Hamiltonian Eq. 3.1 for this molecule are the 
parity,, AP, the total spin, s, and its spin-projection quantum number, m. The parity 
operator,, interchanging f-site 1 with f-site 2, we represent as P. Since P2 = 1, for its 
eigenvaluess Xp = 1 must hold. 

Firstt we consider only three electrons present (number of sites and electrons 
aree equal). Then the eigenvalues of the total-spin operator S range from s = 1/2 to 
ss = 3/2, while for the eigenvalues of the corresponding spin-projection operator Sz, 
—s<m<s—s<m<s must hold. 

Forr \T\ = 0 a further conserved quantity would have been the number of 
electronss present at individual sites (0,1 or 2). The eigenstates of Eq. 3.1 in the 
casee of |X| = 0 can be easily written down. We wil l use them as a basis to solve the 
\T\\T\  ̂ 0 situation. 

Thee energy spectrum for \T\ = 0 consists of three lines, 2ef + ec each site singly 
occupied),, €f + 2cc (the central c site doubly occupied and one f site occupied) , Zet + U 
(onee f site doubly occupied while the other is singly occupied) and 2ef + ec+U  (one f 
sitee doubly occupied and the c site singly occupied), listed in ascending order. This 
iss the result of Cf < ec and U > ec — 6f 

Thee effect of the ligand hybridization is to shift charge between f and c sites. 
Forr \T\ = 0 each site is unity occupied. Such states can only hybridize with states 
wheree one of the sites is doubly occupied (a unit of charge with spin shifted between 
anyy of the f sites and the c site). A doubly occupied site must be in a singlet 
arrangementt restricting the total spin of this three-particle states to s = 1/2. As 
thee ligand-hybridization term conserves spin we know that the s = 3/2 states are 
leftt unaffected (they have no states to hybridize with -differ one unit of charge/spin 
shiftedd between sites -) and we can restrict our attention to only the 8=1/2 states. 
Inn this case the eigenstates of Hamiltonian Eq. 3.1 for \T\ = 0 read as: 
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|| energy 

2€ff  + 6c 

eett + 2ee 

3e3ett + U 

2eff + ee + U 

2eff + €c 

€ff + 2ec 

3e3eff + U 

2e2ett + ec + U 

XpXp = —1, a = m = 1/2 

v7!! ftW]  -

iV5(^fcjc»-4,t<4c|) ) 

2^22 ^*i,T^T^ l — *2,T*lT*ll J 

^( f l T f j i C f -4TvT ) ) 
XpXp = -l, s = —m = 1/2 

yy 3 *lA cT -

I^ ( fJ ) Tc{c l -4 ) tc}c{ ) ) 

^(^A-flA^i ) ) 
\yft{A£A-A£A) \yft{A£A-A£A) 

XpXp = +l,s = m = 1/2 

è^(fïrl-flA) 4 4 

^ ( ^ c f c l + ^ c f c j ) ) 
ll2^{iMi+iMi) 2^{iMi+iMi) 
^ ( f ^ c jj  + ^ c } ) 
APP = +1, s= - m = l /2 

^/2(fïT4i-4i4r)ct t 

IV^^ tc fcJ+^c fc I) ) 

j^^M+WA ) ) 
èè V2 (fltfl.ej + fjr4i4) 

Thee above operators operated on the vacuum state |0) form a complete and 
orthonormall  set of states for a molecule with two f sites sharing one c site, 
threee electrons present and s = 1/2. They also are the eigenstates of Eq. 3.1 
forr \T\ = 0. 

Wee introduce the notation £?£(1) =2et + ec, E$2) = ef + 2eCl E$3) = 3et+U 
andd EQ = 2ef + ee + U. With respect to the basis listed in the table above we can 
representt Eq. 3.1 by two 4 by 4 matrices. For Xp = +1 s = 1/2 and m = 2 we 
obtain n 

// E ^ -T -T* 0 \ 
-T*-T*  £#2) 0 
- TT 0 E0

(3) 

00 -T +T* 

„T* „T* 

+T +T 

4 W W \\ 0 -T +T*  £?J J 

Forr Xp = +1 a = 1/2 and m = 2 we obtain 

(3.10) ) 

// 4( 1) V5r -y/3T* o \ 
>/3T*>/3T*  E$2) 0 -T* 

-y/ÏT-y/ÏT 0 £,((3) 

VV o - T T 
oo +71 

+T*+T*  £<(4) / 

(3.11) ) 
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Noww determining energy spectrum and eigenstates for \T\ ^ 0 is straightfor-

ward.. \T\ J ( 4 ( 2 ) - 4 ( 1 > ) = 1̂ 1 / («c " Cf) « 1, aUows for a second order Taylor ex-

pansionn in terms of this parameter. Introducing AE = (ec - ef), t = \T\2 / [EQ  ̂ — E^) 

andd u=Uf (E$A) - E$2)) =U/(U - (ec - ef)) the following energy spectrum is gen-

erated. . 

Name e 

-C /+13/2 2 

E E 
E E 

ïtfr r 

-1,1/2 2 

E E 

E E 
-1,1/2 2 

-1,1/2 2 

E E 

E E 

m m 
+1,1/2 2 

E E 

E E 
+1,1/2 2 

+1-1/2 2 

+1 1 
-1 1 

-1 1 

-1 1 

+1 1 
+1 1 
++ 1 

+1 1 

3/2 2 
1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

m m 

-3/2,-1/2,1/2,3/2 2 

1/2,1/2 2 

1/2,1/2 2 
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Energyy spectrum of molecule consisting of two f sites equally sharing one 

cc site for \T\ / (E$2) - E^A «; l.(a second order Taylor expansion is used) 

EQEQ , EQ , EQ and J5Q form the energy spectrum for the same molecule but 

forr \T\ = 0.E = fe - Cf), * = \T\2/ (E«2> - J jf >) andn = U/ (4<4) - £ f >) = 

£7// (£/ — (ec — ef)). In the last collumn the energy spectrum for an infinitely 

largee on-site repulsion is listed. 

Thee corresponding energy spectrum is graphically depicted in Fig. 4. Setting 
\T\\T\ ^ 0, lift s the degeneracy of the original energy spectrum. As \T\ /AE <t; 1, we 
expectt the major parts of the corresponding eigenstate to be formed by their | r| = 0 
counterparts.. The ground states are clearly the ones with s = 1/2 and \p = — 1 
correspondingg to E_lxi2 

In t roducin gg tw o characteristic temperatures 

Wee observe the same separation in low- and high-energy excitations as for thee Fulde 
moleculee of the last chapter. The low-energy excitations involve predominantly spin 
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Figuree 4 Energy spectrum both in presence and absence of ligand hybridization with three 

electronss in the limit U > AE = (ec - ef) (see text for definitions). In the notation E%p a \ P 

andd s represent the eigenvalues of the symmetry operator, P, and total spin. Tj* and T£ are as 

definedd in text. For k B ^ * low-energy excitations are found which differ in symmetry quantum 

numbers.. Stiii singiets are formed between f and c sites. At "KBTI low-energy excitations are 

foundd for which the singlet formation between f and c states is suppressed. 
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degreess of freedom while the high-energy excitations involve charge degrees of free-
dom. . 

Consideringg the low-energy part of the spectrum, we can distinguish two types 
off  excitations. We introduce kBTf as the energy difference between Ei\l/2 and 

i?+i,i/2'' kBTi « It. As temperatures start to exceed Tj* , also states with different 
parityy but still identical total spin as the ground states start to be populated. The 
probabilityy to find the system in a symmetric state starts to become more and more 
equall  to the probability to find the state in an antisymmetric state. Still, all three 
sitess are approximately unity occupied. We associate with this temperature the loss 
off  (magnetic) correlations between the two f sites. Still, singlets between f and c states 
aree formed (the total spin quantum number is still conserved). A second characteristic 
energyy scale, kBT2*  , can be introduced as the energy difference between E_ 1̂/2 and 

^+1,3/2'' ^ B ^ w 3£. Now parity is no longer conserved but also its total spin quantum 
numberr is changed. As temperatures start to exceed JT£, not only the correlation 
betweenn f sites is lost but also the singlet formation between c and f sites disappears. 
Ass a result the full magnetic moment, s = 3/2, is retrieved. 

Notee that both Tf and T{ depend solely on t as energy scale (or if one would 
nott have taken limu_>i this would have been ut). The pre-factors 2 and 3 are the result 
off  the geometry of the molecule used. A form of single-energy scaling is retrieved. 

T h ee general for m of th e ground s ta tes 

I tt can be shown that the form of the ground states is retrieved by setting cti = 
—a.2=—a.2= | v 3 and /?j = /?2 = 0 in Eq. 3.5. The lowest excitations are found for 
ct\ct\ = —a2 = — \yi and /31 — (32=  0. I t is only the ground state which contains the 
t e n n f J X c U o f E q.. 3.6 . 

Spinn correlat ions wi th i n the various e igenstates of th i s molecule 

Introducee the notation s^jy^) and raf(i)if(2) as the quantum numbers of the spin and 
it ss projection along the z-axes for the two f sites, f(l ) and f(2), combined 

Wee consider only the lowest part of the energy spectrum for the moment. For 
statess of the form: 

^ ( f l ^ - f l ^ c f l O )) (3.12) 

(correspondingg to the lowest excited eigenstate with XP = +1 and s = m = 
1/2),, it is immediately clear that the two f sites are in a singlet arrangement (oc 
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Forr the mayor part of the ground state itself (XP = — 1 and s = m = 1/2) , 
thee two f sites are in a triplet arrangement. It is a linear combination of: 

l/f[' ' 'I'I  [AM]  • <3-13) 
correspondingg to Sf(i),f(2) = mf(i)^(2) = 1» Bud 

vffî A+fïAH H (3.14) ) 

correspondingg to Sf(i),f(2) = 1 and mf(i)(f(2) = 0. Considering the f sites only, 
althoughh this can be identified as a triplet state, Sf^tp) = 1, its projection quantum 
numberr along the 2-axes is no longer a conserved quantity. 

Wee also consider the correlation between an f s tate (say of site 1) and the 
conductionn state. For this we introduce Sf(i) • S c where Sf(j) and S c represent the 
spin-vectorr operator of the f state and c state respectively. 

For r 

Sf(i)) • Sc = Sf^Scs + 2 {Sf(i),+Sc,- + S{^)>-SCl+). (3.15) 

Sf(i),zz and SCfX represent the ^-components of the spin-vector operators Sf(i) 
andd S c respectively. The  notation is adopted to represent the respective raising 
andd lowering operators. For the ground state (Xp = — 1,3 = m = l/2£) we find: 

<Sf(i)) • S c ) ^ ^ ^ = --h . 

Tha tt implies that for the ground state the coupling between the spin on the f 
sitee and on the conduction site is antiferromagnetic. For the lowest excited state 

< * W 8 . L * « — - °° (3-16) 

holds.. The antiferromagnetic interaction between f and c spin (needed for 
singlett formation) is gone. Still an energy reduction results from the introduction of 
thee ligand-hybridization strength. This suggests that still somewhere some singlet 
formationn is occuring. For this purpose we calculated S^ )  Sf(2) for both the major 
partss of the ground state and the lowest excited state. In analogy, 

Sf(i)) • Sf(2) = £qi),zSf(2),z + T (Sf(i)+Sf(2),- + Si(i)Sf(2),+) (3-17) 
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holds.. For the excited state we obtain: 

{Sf ( i ) -sf ( 2 ))e x p e c t a t i onn = - - n 2
) (3.18) ) 

(ann antiferromagnetic coupling between the spins on different f sites) wherein 
forr the ground state we obtain: 

{Sf(DD • Sf(2))expectat ion = -h2 
(3.19) ) 

(aa ferromagnetic coupling between spins on different f sites). The singlet 
formationn between f and c sites in the ground state configuration causes the two f 
spinss to order ferromagnetically. When it comes to energy reduction as a result of 
thee introduction of the ligand-hybridization strength, maximum profit is made of this 
singlett formation (resulting in the antiferromagnetic preference) between f and c site 
detectedd as 

(Sf(i)) • S c) expectationn O 

forr such states. For the lowest excited states this antiferromagnetic preference is 
noo longer presence, hence: {%)' Sc)expec t a t i on = ~\h (there is no preference for 
ferromagneticc or antiferromagnetic ordering). Instead, we detect 

(Sf(i)) • Sf(2)) 
expectation n 

== - 2 f i > 

,, a preference for the two f sites to order antiferromagnetically with respect to each 
other.. It is as if the singlet formations between f and c states resulting in a ferromag
neticc ordering between the two f sites, in the case of the ground state is replaced by 
aa singlet formation between the two f states for the case of the lowest excited states. 

groundd state 

lowestt excited state 

expectationn value 

2 2 

preferencee anti
ferromagnetic c 
orderingg f and c spin 

0 0 
noo preference 

11 expectation value 
11 Sf(i) • Sf(2) 

11 +i«" 
preferencee ferro
magnetic c 

|| ordering f spins 
11 - ^ 

preferencee anti
ferromagnetic c 
orderingg f spins 
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Thee correlation between the various spins on the c and f sites were calculated by 
caluclatingg the expectation value for S )̂ • Sc and 5f(i) • 5f(2). If these expectation values 
havee a negative sign this is taken as a preference for antiferromagnetic ordering, whUeas a 
positivee sign is taken as a preference for ferromagnetic ordering. 

Forr the ground state we expect the f sites to order ferromagnetically while for 
thee lowest excited state we expect the f sites to order antiferromagnetically. In terms 
off a later discussion, we are here in the limit of a strong spin-orbit coupling. The 
rolee of the angular momentum is here taken by the parity operator. A ferromagnetic 
arrangementt of the spins of the two f sites blocks any charge being effectively moved 
betweenn f sites creating a net angular momentum. 

T h ee effects of adding or  removing an electron fro m th e s y s t e m 

Spectraa of a correlated electron system (as our molecule) are generally studied by 
eitherr adding or removing an electron from the system and measuring the energy of 
suchh an electron. Also in large many-body correlated electron system, effective single-
particlee bandstructures are generated by comparing with the energy of the system 
afterr either adding or removing an electron from the system. 

Forr this purpose, we will generate the spectra for the above molecules for two 
andd four electrons present. In total the system can accommodate six electrons. This 
allowss the situation for four electrons present to be interpreted as two holes present, 
whichh to some degree can be treated similarly to two electrons present. The methods 
employedd are further highly similar to the ones just discussed. 

Forr \T\ = 0, the energy spectra for two, three and four electrons present are 
below. . 

totall number of electrons 
two o 

three e 
four r 

Ex Ex 
2e2et t 

2c,, + Cc 
2e2eff + 2cc 

EE2 2 

eeff + €c 

2Cc+€f f 
3eff + ec+*7 

Ez Ez 
2ec c 

3e3eff + U 
2e2ett + 2cc+U 

E* E* 
2et2et + U 

2eff -f 2ec + U 
4e4ett + 2U 

Energyy spectra for a molecule of two f sites equally sharing one c site with 
\T\\T\ = 0 and 2,3 and 4 electrons present. 

Thee same quantum numbers as previously employed are used. Realize that 
forr two electrons (in the two electron case) or two holes (in the four electron case) 
eachh occupying one f site parity and total spin are connected. In this case, the singlet 
arrangementt (s = 0) corresponds to a symmetric state (XP = +1) while the triplet 
statee (s = l ) corresponds to an antisymmetric state (Xp = —1). Similarly, if the two 
electronss or holes occupy the central c site they must be in a singlet arrangement, 
enforcingg s = 0 and Xp = + 1 . 

Thiss is the reason why certain energy lines corresponding to certain combina
tionss of quantum numbers will be missing in our energy spectrum for |X|  ̂ 0. Using 
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twoo electrons prese 
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Figuree 5 Energy spectrum both in presence and absence of ligand hybridization for the 
moleculee of Fig. 3 for two and four electrons present in the limit U 3> AE 5 (ec — €f). 
Thee low-energy excitations (of importance for thermodynamics) are suppressed as compared to 
threee electrons present (see Fig. 4 ) 

thee same notation as previously, the following energy spectrum can be obtained. 

II  Ap 

II  +1 

L L 
II  "1 

r r 

fourr electrons 
ss = 0 

EE11-2(u-l)t -2(u-l)t 
EE22 - 2ut 
EE33 + 2t 

EE44 + 4(u-l)t 

--
EE22-2t -2t 
EE33 + 2t 

--

twoo electrons 
ss = 0 

EExx-2t -2t 

EE22 - 2ut 
EE33 + 4t 

EE44 + 2{u- l)t 

--
EE22-2{u--2{u- l)t 

--
EiEi + 2(u- l ) i 

fourr electrons 
s=s= 1 

--

EE2 2 

--
--

EE11-2(u-l)t -2(u-l)t 

EE22 + 2 (u - 1) t 
--
--

twoo electrons 
ss = \ 

--

EE2 2 

--

--

EExx-2t -2t 
EE22 + 2t 

--
--

Energyy spectrum for molecule consisting of two f sites sharing one c site 
forr 2 and 4 electrons present (\T\ ^ 0). For the definitions of E\, E2, £3, and 
EE44 see previous table. 

Thee corresponding energy spectra are depicted in Fig.5 

I nn contrast to the previous situation, both for two and four electrons present 
noo low-energy excitations are present. The ground states are still degenerate both in 
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ff  site, 

Figuree 6 Small molecule consisting of three magnetic ions and one ligand atom. 

spinn and in parity quantum numbers (be careful spin and parity are connected here). 
Suchh systems wil l behave as local moment systems. No low-energy many body effects 
aree observed. 
3.2.33.2.3 Three ƒ sites sharing one c site 

Too demonstrate the existence of a third temperature scale (aside from Tf and T£) 
andd the fact that ground states always have a unity eigenvalue for the rotational 
symmetryy operator (zero angular momentum -no kinetic energy) we wil l consider a 
moleculee in which three f sites equally share one c site with four electrons present, 
seee fig 6 

Again,, good quantum numbers to label the eigenstates are s, m, and symmetry 
operatorr quantum numbers. This molecule has several symmetries. There is the 
rotationall  symmetry represented by the operator R. I t transfers 1,2 and 3 into 2,3 
andd 1 respectively. Since R3 = 1 the eigenvalues read XR =ei2/* n,r with n = {1,2,3} . 
Furtherr there is the operator FJ. . associated with interchanging f site i with f site j . 
Ass FJ? . = 1, for its eigenvalues Ar^ . = 1 holds. The three mirror planes present 
correspondd to I7i2> Ü2 3 an<^ u s i ' respectively. Although all symmetry operators 
commutee with Hamiltonian Eq. 3.1, they do not commute with one another: 

*.n n 
t,3t,3  J 

^ 00 and nn n 
i,ji,j  k,l. 

^Oforr {i,j}^{k,l}. (3.20) ) 

Wee have to choose a sub set of symmetry operators, Yii i m o u r case. We 
followw basically the same method as before. As a basis to represent Hamiltonian Eq. 
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3.11 in matrix form, we use the eigenstates of Hamiltonian Eq. 3.1 for \T\ = 0. In the 
latterr case also the occupation number operators of individual sites result in proper 
quantumm numbers for the eigenstates. 

Consideringg the lowest energy states (for \T\ = 0), there are several observa-
tionss to be made. If s = 2 (the maximum spin attainable with four electrons), all 
sitess must be unity occupied and if, furthermore, m = 2 all the spins of the occupied 
sitess must point in the same direction. Such a state, clearly, cannot be affected by 
thee introduction of the ligand hybridization (no charge, while conserving spin, can 
bee shifted between sites). The states with 3 = 2 (and their energies 3ef + ec) are left 
unaffectedd by setting \T\ ^ 0. 

Furthermore,, we choose U infinitely large. That implies that we exclude all 
statess in which any f site is doubly occupied from any further discussion. 

Too do this in a slightly more systematic way, we catalogue the \T\ = 0 ground 
statess not only by s, m and Ar] ]2 (which still leaves a degeneracy) but also by Si^ 
andd s3|C. These are the quantum numbers for the total spin operators of site 1 and 
22 combined and f site 3 with the c site combined, respectively. Now we can bring 
thee matrix which represents Hamiltonian Eq. 3.1 for \T\ ^ 0 into a Jordan form. Its 
respectivee blocks are listed here below. 

Forr the subspace identified by s = 0, Aj] = + 1. we have: 

3eff -f ec 

-T* -T* 
y/2T* y/2T* 

-T -T 
2eff + 2ec 

0 0 

V2T V2T 
0 0 

2eff + 2et 

/ / 

withh respect to the bases 

\ \ 

\^2f%% ~~ J CTC1 + [fAl ~ *U ? 

^[(flA-ilAjcjcijio ) ) 
xx . J ct 

(3.21) ) 

\ \ 

10) ) 

J J 
Forr the subspace identified by s = 0, Arj = —1, we have: 

3cff 4- cc v ^ T 
VÏÏT **  2ef + 2ec 

withh respect to the basis 

(3.22) ) 

\ \ 

i(AAi+^)(^A-^A)}\o) i(AAi+^)(^A-^A)}\o) 
\\ i [(M i - 4i4r) 4cl - (fir ! - fli4T) 4

cl] lo>) 

Forr the subspace identified by s = m = + 1, Apj1 = + 1, we have: 
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// 3ef + ec 

V V 

2T* * 
0 0 
0 0 

wheree C = 

/ I I 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

2T 2T 
2eff 4- 2e, 

0 0 
0 0 

/ / 

00 0 \ 
00 0 

3cff + ec T 
T*T*  2e, + 2ec } 

-yj\-yj\ -y/ï o 

00 0 

c, , (3.23) ) 

\ \ 0 0 

00 0 

-yii  ~yï 
11 0 0 -yfi -yjl 

^v^ [ f ïA (4 r c ï - 4 i c | ) ] | 0>^ ^ 

(fïT4,, H- fix4T^ 4Tc|] |o> 

iv5[(4T-<i r)4r*!]l° > > 
VV fïr4T4

cll°) 
Theree is a reason for representing the latter matrix more complicated than necessary. 

withh respect to the basis 

However,, we will first consider the resulting energy spectrum. Again, using a second 
orderr Taylor expansion one can generate the following energy spectrum. 

m=o o 

3eff 4- ec 

2eff + 2ec 

\T\*0 \T\*0 
3=2 3=2 

3eff + €c 

--

ss = 0 
An,.22 = + 1 

3eff 4- ec 

2eff + 2ec 

ss = 0 

3eff 4- ec 

- 3 t t 

2eff + 2ec 

+3£ £ 

55 = 1 

An,,, = +i 

3eff 4- ec 

2eff 4- 2ec 

4-i i 

55 = 1 

An,.,, = - i 
3eff + ec 

- 4 i i 

3eff 4- ec 

- * * 
2eff 4- 2cc 

+t +t 
2cff 4- 2ec 

+4* * 

Energyy spectrum for a molecule of three f sites sharing one c site and 
fourr electrons present in the limi t \T\/(ec —€{) < 1 and U/{ec — ef) » 1. 
tt = \T\ f2 (e<; - ef) . s And Arj denote the total spin quantum number and 
quantumm number associated with the symmetry operator interchanging f site 1 
withh 2. The level in the box forms the ground state energy. 

Thee resulting energy spectrum is depicted in Fig. 7 
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E(3),4qq + ui. 
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kk T' 11 "B'I 
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f f 

i i 
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Figuree 7 Two lowest branches of the energy spectrum for the molecule of Fig. 6 both in 
thee presence (right hand side) and absence (left hand side) of a ligand hybridization. Identical 
definitionss as in text are used. For k^Tg low-energy excitations are found which differ from 
thee ground state in spin quantum numbers, but still singlets between c and f sites are formed. 
Forr keTj* low-energy excitations are found which also differ in symmetry quantum numbers. 
Finallyy at k f i ï£ low-energy excitations are found for which the singlet formation between f and 
cc states is suppressed. 
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AA thi r d characterist ic temperatur e 

Againn a clear separation between low- and high-energy excitations is apparent, the for-
merr involving predominantly spin-degrees of freedom while the latter involves charge 
degreess of freedom. ksT^ Was introduced as the energy difference from the ground 
statess to the first states which have different symmetry quantum numbers but for 
whichh still singlets are formed between f and c sites. In our case, the latter states 
correspondd to 8 = 1 and Arj = + 1. I t is straightforward to confirm that kflTJ w Zt. 
kfiT££ Was introduced as the energy difference from the ground states to the first 
statess for which the singlet formation between f and c states was destroyed. States 
withh the maximum spin for a given charge distribution (s = 2) start to be populated. 
Iff  T vastly exceeds T% the full magnetic moment is recovered). In our case, the latter 
correspondss to s = 2 and Arjj = + 1. I t is straightforward to confirm that k^Tf « At. 
Butt a third characteristic temperature, 7^, seems apparent, even smaller than the 
previouss two. We can assign an energy difference k s ^ , from the ground sate with 
ss = l and Arjj  2 = —1 to the (lowest) excited state with s = 0 and Arj t 2 = — 1. The 
totall  spin is reduced. This in contrast to kB7£. So if temperatures start to exceed TQ 
wee wil l not retrieve the full magnetic moment as is the case for T% (on the contrary). 
Theree is no change in the symmetry quantum number Ar^ 2, hence we expect (mag-
netic)) correlations between f sites to be still present if temperatures start to exceed 
7Q.7Q. There is still sufficient singlet formation between f and c states present for such 
excitedd states. As we shall argue, keTp can be seen as the result of net spin being 
shiftedd (under the influence of the ligand hybridization) between f sites, resulting in 
aa non-zero angular momentum and an excess "kinetic"energy. 

Couldd ka^o be related to the small but essentially non-zero magnetic moment 
sometimess observed for heavy-fermion behaviour? 

Notee that again all three temperature scales, scale with one energy, i.e. t. A 
formm of single-energy scaling is again retrieved. 

T h ee for m of t h e ground s ta te 

Thee predominant part of the ground sate can be seen as an admixture of 

•• - M n ^ - W - M ^ - o ) = ^[SA(4T4-4I<4)]I°> 
(3.24) ) 

ss = 1>An l l2 = - M i , 2 = i,«3,e = i ) = (fJT4l + fïx4T) 4TCT] l°> • 
(3.25) ) 

and d 

3s3stCtC And 3^2 represent the eigenvalues corresponding to the total spin operator 
off f site 1 and 2 combined and f site 3 and the c site combined. For convenience we 
restrictt attention to only m = s = 1. 
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Inn general terms the ground state |0)g rou i ld must be of a form 

A g r o u n dd = OL S = l , \ U i 7 = - l , 3 h 2 = l , S 3 r C = 0j 

+P\s+P\s = l , A n i i ! = - l , s , ,2 = l , s v = l ) (3.26) 

Wee could now demonstrate that the criterion R |0)g r o u nd = 1 l̂ >}gr0und ^xes a 

andd j3 correctly, i.e. a = w | and fi — i / | , but we wil l follow another path. 

Wee introduce the spin-vector operator Sj?c as the spin vectors of f site i and c 
combined.. Then 

S2,cc = S2 + SJ + 2SiiZSc  ̂ + Si ;+Sc,_ + fii._5c,+ (3.27) 

wheree the subscripts z, +, and — represent the z-axis projected part of the 
spinn vector, the corresponding raising and lowering operator, respectively. We now 
require e 

{ S t > )) = {^groun d | S j c | Aground) (3 -28) 

too be minimal and independent of the choice of i. The minimum requirement 
correspondss to enforcing as much as possible the singlet formations between f sites and 
thee c site. That the outcome must be independent of the choice of i enforces that no 
nett spin is moved between different f sites in time (causing an excess "kinetic" energy). 
Iff  a = \a\ê** and (3 = | /3|e '̂  we obtain 

(S?(S?jCjC>> = (Sjie> = [ | H 2 + | / ? |a - ^ H | j 9 | c o s ( ^ - ^ )] (3.29) 

<SL>> = 2|/?|2 

Iff  (S2
C) = {S2

C) = (S )̂ is minimal (negative) and l ^ o ^ d) is normalized 

( H 22 + \j3\2 = 1) a and j3 are fixed, i.e. \a\ = «/§, |/?| = J \ and ^ a = xp0. 

Again,, if we determine the expectation value for S ĵ • Sf(j), where {i,j}  € 
{1,2,3}} we obtain: 

(%v s*) UU = ̂  (3-30) 

forr the ground state. Hence, there is a preference for the f sites to order their 
spinss ferromagnetically with respect to each other (as in the molecule where two f 
sitess share a central c site) 
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3.33 Variou s magnet ic a toms shar ing more than one l igand a t om 

Inn the previous section, we considered molecules with insufficient conduction sites/states 
presentt to form singlets for each f site independently. Eventually, we discus here 
moleculess consisting of two f sites and two c sites. In which case, there are sufficient c 
sitess present to form singlets for each f site independently. But the c sites are shared 
equallyy among the f sites. The ligand hybridization between any f site and any c site 
iss independent of which sites are concerned. E.g., this wil l leave room for low-energy 
eigenstatess where one c site is doubly occupied while the other is empty. We wil l 
referr to such situations as electron-hole excitations. We wil l find ground states and 
low-energyy excitations containing such electron-hole excitations. 

Thee Hamiltonian of such a molecule for an arbitrary number of f sites, Nt and 
ligandd sites, NC1 reads as: 

»» = E 
N* N* N, N, 

e c C ^VV + ^Êf fL f M 

StSt N, 

££[^<v+^<U> > 
33 * 

+ + 
NNt t 

(3.31) ) 

Forr arbitrary iVf and Nc but Ttj = T, this can be rearranged into: 

**  - E 
NNt t 

NNc c 

e"£ cL <V+ + (3.32) ) 

rr  N  i 
Es> > 

L ii  J 
++ T* 

II Ne 1 

£4. . 
L ii  J 

TT " 

k« k« 
JJ . 

Nt Nt 

Wee introduce d\ a = -jj— ^ • cc] f f . We are looking for a complete and orthonor-

mall transformation for < c\ ,̂ <4,ff, —, cjvC)l7 f
 OIito a certain set < d\^, d'2ff,..., <r Nc<(f \ so 

thatt . d j a has the form d\a = 'JN
mY%'c]v ^ suitable candidate is the Bloch trans

formation*: : 

wheree kj = 

NNe e 

__ 2 7 T ( J - 1 ) 

,, Ne 

==  —— Ve"**ct (3.33) ) 

NNc c 

andd j = {1,2,3,..JVC} 

** Another suitable candidate would have been a rotation in an Nc dimensional space rotating the 
vectorr (1,0,0,0, ,0) onto l / v ^ ( l , l , ! , . . . . , ! ) 
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Thee Bloch transformation could even be handy for the case of Tij ^ T 
Noww the Hamiltonian transforms into: 

HH = Hi+  H2,..,Nc with 

HH xx = ^ [ecdI t (T d1)( r+ 

(3.34) ) 

(3.35) ) 

NNt t 

i i 

(3.36) ) 
<TT 1 = 2 

Inn Hi we recognize the problem of various f sites sharing one ligand site (this 
t imee denoted by d instead of c). iÏ2,..,jvc can be interpreted as a collection of Nc — 1 
off  conduction states. An extra degree of freedom is now how the total number of 
electrons,, Ne], is distributed over Hi and H2y.mtNc-
3.3.13.3.1 Two magnetic ions equally sharing two ligand atoms 

Thee particular molecule we consider is depicted in Fig 8. Two f sites equally share 
twoo c sites. 

Wee label the f and the c sites as "a" , "&" and " 1 " , "2 " , respectively. 

Thee molecule has two mirror planes. Introduce the operators Yiab a n d l l i 2 a s ^ e 

operatorss interchanging site a with b and site 1 with 2, respectively. As Yl b̂ = 

YI12YI12 = 1 w e obtain for their respective eigenvalues Xa,b = A^2 = . A priori one 

alsoo expect a rotational symmetry but such a rotational operator R simply reduces 

too R — Yla,b 0i ,2- Furthermore, n ^ o ' I l i ^ ~ 0- Hence, as quantum labels for the 

eigenstatess of the Hamiltonian Eq. 3.34 we use s, m, A0i& and Ai^ . We follow the 

proceduree just described and introduce 

4,4v/2 2 ccl,al,a + <,* andand 4,a - 2 ^ "b,<r "b,<r (3.37) ) 

(aa symmetric and antisymmetric arrangement). An odd or even number for 
53(7d2ffd2(rr wil l force Aa(& to be equal to -1 or + 1, respectively. Such an observation 
makess only sense for states which are eigenstates of n  ̂ and n^, as X ^ d ^ d ^ is 
ann operator. The appropriate Hamilton Hi part of Eq. 3.34 is now similar to the 
onee used previously for two f sites sharing one c site, with this respect that we have 
too replace T by a Teff = \/N^T. For that case we already generated eigenstates and 
energyy spectra for two, three and four electrons present in the molecule. The situation 
off  one or five electrons present is trivial. Five electrons represent the situation of one 
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site e ff  site 

Figuree 8 Small molecule consisting of two ligand and two magnetic-ion atoms. The f and 
cc sites are primitive versions of such atoms consisting only of one orbital representing either 
aa not completely filled f shell for the magnetic ion or a state for the ligand atom, denoted as 
ff and c orbitals, and with orbital energies C{ and ec respectively. A weak coupling due to a 
ligand-hybridizationn matrix element, T, exists. In total four electrons are involved. When two 
electronss occupy the same f site, the energy of their mutual Coulomb repulsion is U. The 
orbitall of the c site is assumed to be extended and Coulomb interactions in it are neglected as 
aree the Coulomb interactions between electrons in c and f orbital. 

holee present. The obtained energy spectrum is depicted in Fig 9. We wil l not tabulate 
thiss energy spectrum. 

Notee that the ground states are degenerate, i.e. there is a triplet version, 3 = 1, 
andd a singlet version s = 0. This is no artefact of the approximation \T\ / (ec — 6f) <C 1 
used.. Both ground states correspond to exactly the same energy. We could interpret 
thiss as if TQ = 0 K. The situation depicted in Fig. 9, is the one for U set to infinity . 

Thee ground states correspond to three electrons present in the molecule formed 
byy fi ,{2 and di. This is understandable. Comparing the case of two and three electrons 
presentt in such a molecule an extra energy reduction of t per electron is obtained. 
Inn our case, as we have to replace \T\ by |TeS| this wil l be even 2t. The case of 
fourr electrons in this sub-molecule (two holes) is similar to the one for two electrons. 
Clearlyy the optimum is for three electrons. We can, therefore, introduce the same 
characteristicc temperatures T£ and T£ as previously for a molecule of two f sites 
sharingg one c site, with this restriction that we have to replace t by 2t (on the 
accountt of |Teff|). 

Noticee that again the eigenvalue of the rotational operator R = f j 0 b Yli 2 i s 

unityy for the ground states. 
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tt  U^ E 

i ' l ^ S S 

^\U^\UHH^ ^ 
,éEE®éé:i ,éEE®éé:i 

E (3) ) 
0,*1,t l l 

1 1 

'I'.VI.-I I 

I II » 

AE E 
U U 

E ( i k 2 ( e c t £ f ) »» t _ ' _ _ E { W . , + i 

n(f rd,-f 2)) = 3 n{f 1-d1-«2) = 2 n(( 1-d 1-l 2) = 4 

d{d 2=11 d jd 2 = 2 d jd 2 = 0 

Figuree 9 Lowest three branches of the energy spectrum of the molecule as depicted in Fig. 
88 both in the presence and absence of ligand hybridization. Symbols as defined in the text 
aree used. In the notation E£x . s, An_(a,&) and An(i,2) represent the eigenvalues 

forr the total spin, the symmetry operator for interchanging c site "a" with "b " and the 
symmetryy operator for interchanging f site " 1 " with " 2 " , respectively, n (f\ — d\ — j-i) 
Representss the total number of electrons occupying the f t , f2 and d j sites, dj And &% represent 
thee symmetric and antisymmetric combinations respectively of the two c sites, i.e. dllT = 

( l / 2 ) ( 1 / 2 )) (cl„ + clj) and 4 , EE ( l / 2 ) ( 1 / 2 ) ( < f f + c{a) where c\a and c\,, represent 

thee creation operators for c sites " a" and " b", respectively. 

http://�A1J.-1.-1
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Differentt ground-state options 

j r(#'-#) + i#+t ) ) 
electron-hol ee quas i particle s spi n and symmetr y 

V ^^  = two electron s in single t arrangmen t 

\\ = two electron s in triple t arrangmen t 

Figuree 10 Attempt to graphically represent the major parts of the two different types of 
groundd states found for the molecule. Large circles represent c sites, labeled by "a " and " b " , 
smalll circles the f sites, labeled by " 1 " and " 2 " . The black dots represent electrons occupying 
sitess and s is the total spin index. As two electrons occupy the same site they must be in a 
singlett arrangement. Only the majority parts of the ground states are represented. 

Part ic le-Hol ee exci tat ions: 

Forr the major part of the s = 0 ground state option pairs of f and c sites are in singlet 
arrangement. . 

II  [(fi,T<i - AAn) (4,T<I - 4,i4u) (3-38) 

Thiss is what is attempted to depict in the upper part of Fig. 10 

Thee major part of the s = 1 ground state option is different. It consists of 
twoo distinct contributions. Either one c site is completely empty while the other is 
doublyy occupied or both c sites are singly occupied. E.g. for TO = 0 the major part 
off  the ground state, \s = l , m = 0), can seen as a linear superposition of two parts, 
"partt 1 + part 2": 
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electron-hol ee quas i particl e 

aa a 

electron-hol ee quas i particl e 

VV = two electron s in single t arrangmen t 

\\ = two electron s in triple t arrangmen t 

Figur ee 11 Attemp t t o graphicall y represen t th e majo r part s o f th e tw o type s o f lowes t energ y 

excitation ss foun d fo r th e molecul e (correspondin g to an energ y 2(ec + €f ) — At).  Th e same 

conventio nn as in Fig . 10 is used . 

withh part 1 

partt 2 == vf

""  l\H [ (Wi + 4it4)T) («I ~ clAl)]  10) (3-39) 

\\\\ [(AAl + ii<r)  (4,TCL - 4,I<T) + (3-40) 

22 V l.TCb,X + *UC!>,TJ ^2,TCa,l h,lca,l) |o> > 

Forr the " part 1" term, the two f sites axe in a triplet arrangement while always 
onee c site is empty and the other is occupied. It is the latter we wil l refer to as an 
"electron-holee excitation" Based on our experience with molecules with only one c 
sitee for the ground states, each site is expected to be unity occupied. Here, we have 
aa situation where this criterion does no longer hold for all the ground states 

Inn " part 2" we recognize terms where one f site is in a triplet arrangement with 
aa c site combined with the other f site in a singlet arrangement with the other c site. 

Ann attempt is made to schematically represent such a situation in Fig. 10. 
Usingg a similar representation, we also depicted the lowest excited states in Fig.11. 
There,, again we see the particle-hole excitatons appearing. 
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3.44 Small molecules and th e effects of external fields 

Forr small molecules of several f sites sharing one c site (the number of electrons 
presentt equal to the number of sites present), we argued that the total spin quantum 
numberr of the ground states must be the maximum spin possible for the number of 
electronss present. For the ground states, each f site is expected to be (almost) unity 
occupied.. For all molecules studied a conserved quantity is the total spin of all the 
ff  sites. This seems to suggest a ferromagnetic ordering for the f sites. Even for the 
moleculee of two f sites sharing two c sites there is a ground state with s = 1. In such 
molecules,, as we consider eigenstates with a slightly higher energy, the preference for 
antiferromagneticc ordering between f and c sites seems to be reduced. In its place 
comess a preference for antiferromagnetic ordering between the f sites. It is as if for 
thesee states also singlet formations are taking place between various f sites. 

Thee preference of the molecule for a particular type of magnetic ordering (of 
thee f sites) must, therefore, depend on to which degree the ground states and excited 
statess are occupied relative to each other. Realize that both the ground as the excited 
statess are many-body states. 

Thee degree various states are occupied is temperature dependent. 

Anotherr reason for studying the effects of such a fictitious field is that eventu-
allyy we want to arrange such molecules in a periodic lattice. Such a lattice wil l have 
ann overall magnetic structure. Applying a fictitious field to such a molecule can be 
seenn as a first step to study the effects of the periodic arrangement of such molecules 
inn a lattice structure. 

Too study the preference of a molecule for a particular type of ordering, either 
ferro-- or antiferromagnetic, we introduce a fictitious magnetic field which only acts 
onn the magnetic moments of the f sites. Consider the molecule in which two f sites 
sharee a central c site, such a field would correspond to adding a term 

AHAH = [ji BB(Sh hs) (3.41) 

too the Hamiltonian, H, of Eq. .3.1. We assume the magnetic field to be in the 
z-direction.. Sflt2) 5f1(2 Represent the z-component of the spin vector of f-site 1 and 
2,, respectively. If we choose the " + " -option, a ferromagnetic ordering is enforced, 
whilee for the "-" -option an antiferromagnetic ordering is enforced. 

Thee susceptibility % with respect to the field strength B is then determined. 
Iff  E represents the energy of the system then % — d^E/d^B. The susceptibility 
expressess the response of the system, the change in energy , with respect to the field 
strength,, B. I t is the type of ordering with the lowest susceptibility for which the 
moleculee has a preference. 

Notee that [H,AH]  ^ 0 . 

Thee total Hamiltonian now reads as: 
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aa «={1,2}  <* 

+p+pBBBB ( 5 f M  5ftlI ) (3.42) 

3-43-4 1 The quantities still conserved in the presence, of a magnetic field 
Inn the presence of a magnetic field, the total spin, 52 , is no longer conserved while 
it ss projection vector, Sz, still is conserved; both for the ferromagnetic ("+" ) as well 
ass for the antiferromagnetic ("-") option. This is the result of 

[S[S ,Stlt2 + Sf1j]_  = i((SfltX +Sfl!X)SCrV - (SiuV + Sfuy) SCtX), (3.43) 

[S[S , StuZ — Sfl>z]_ = 4iSfuySfliXStllXSfliV + i ((5f1)X + SiuX) SCty — {St1<y + Stuy) Sc>x) 

(3.44) ) 

and d 

[S[Szz,S,Stitttitt htZhtZ]_]_  = 0. (3.45) 

Thee symmetry of the molecule is related to the operator P as previously 
definedd (interchanging f site 1 with 2). For the ferromagnetic case, such symmetry 
([P,([P, AH]_ = 0) is still conserved while for the antiferromagnetic case ([P, AH]_  ̂ 0) 
itt is not. 

Inn the presence of a ferromagnetic field, good quantum numbers for the eigen-
statess are m and Xp (where s is not), while for the antiferromagnetic case only m 
is. . 

I nn the absence of a ligand hybridization but in the presence of a magnetic field 
termm in the Hamiltonian, the charge distribution over the individual sites is again a 
conservedd quantity. 

3.4-23.4-2 The second order perturbation method employed. 

Wee want to perform a second order perturbation approximation. I t makes a dif-
ferencee whether we treat AH as a. perturbation to H or the hybridization term, 

EM i,2}E.[T^ c-+T*4fi )c c ass the perturbing term in i / m a g n. For the first sit-
uation,, we can start with the eigenstates already determined, while for the second 
situation,, we still have to determine the eigenstates and energy spectra in the absence 
off  a ligand hybridization but in the presence of a magnetic-field term. For the first 
casee we start with states for which s, m and Xp are conserved while for the second 
casee we start with states for which m, charge distribution over sites and optionally 
XpXp (in the case of ferromagnetic ordering) is conserved. 

Forr the low-energy excitations in the presence of a ligand hybridization but in 
thee absence of a magnetic field (\T\ ^ 0, B = 0) we find the splitting for the energy 
levelss to be of the order of t. For the low-energy excitations in the presence of a 
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magneticc field but in the absence of the ligand hybridization term (|Tj = 0, B ^ 0) 
wee wil l find the splitting for the energy levels to be in the order oifj^Bh. The criterion 
determiningg in which limi t we are is, therefore, t/ (fj^Bh). As t/ (fj,BBh) ^> 1 , AH 
iss the perturbing term and as t/ [foBK) <C 1 the hybridization term must be treated 
ass the perturbation. 

Inn general, for a second order perturbation theory for H (x) = Ho + xW one 
obtains: : 

EnEn (*>=n+<0n \xw\ M+Y: l ( t ^ p ) | 2 + ° M  (3-46) E£-E° E£-E° 

where e 

HoHo |*1) = E°k \<A) with («ft | 4) = Sktk6it>i  and ] T \4) {4| = 1- (3-47) 
P,i P,i 

Thee extra index i is introduced to allow for the degeneracy of the energy levels. 
I nn our case, for the low field region we have gft ^> 1 and: 

HH 00 EE 5>CtC(T+ E EM^+^^+^cJ^+^^JCa^ ) 
<rr  *={1.2} * 

xWxW = fj,BB ( 5 f M  5f M ) where x = ^ . (3.49) 

whereass for the high field region we have j^öh  ̂ *  an<^ 

HoHo = Ee=4cf f + E E M > V + UnHnü] + MB0 (Sh*  S*u*)  ,(3.50) 
t={ l ,2 }}  9 

»={1,2}}  ff 

Wee wil l determine the size of a characteristic field from the criterion —^ « 1. 
M B 0 0 

5.^.55 Low-energy spectrum and eigenstates in the presence of a fictitious field 
Ass we set \T\ ^ 0 and B = 0 eigenstates and low-energy spectra have already been 
calculated.. A second order perturbation theory corresponding to situation Eq. 3.48 
couldd be performed. For \T\ = 0 and B ^ 0 we still have to calculate low-energy 
spectraa and eigenstates. 

Wee concentrate on the low-energy part of the spectrum, that is we assume 
bothh t as well as fiBBh to be much smaller than AE = €<. — €f. 
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T h ee ant i ferromagnet i c fictitiou s field 

Wee first consider the antiferromagnetic option, that is we want to determine the 
low-energyy spectra and eigenstates of 

Ho,Ho,»»uu = Y,cc4ca + ] T £ [eff] af.ff + t / n ^ J + fiBB(Sh>2 - ShtZ) (3.52) 

<r<r »={!.2}  a 

Concentratingg only on the low-energy states, that is states which have for 
BB = 0 an energy equal to Eh = 2cf + ec one can represent Hamiltonian Eq. 3.52 as 
thee matrix 

Eh Eh 0 0 

El El 

\\ \[l»BBh T^VBBK 

withh respect to the basis 

Eh Eh I I 
EE = Eh,s = ïm= 1 AP = - I ) 
EE = Eh,s = i , m = P = - 1 
EE = Eh,s = § , m= P = + i ; 

(3.53) ) 

Thee state with m = | is not affected by the fictitious antiferromagnetic 
magneticc field. 

Thee obtained results are listed in the table below. 

energyy spectrum 
\T\\T\ = B = 0 

energyy spectrum 
correspondingg eigenstates 

Eh Eh Eh-fiEh-fiBBBh Bh 

~yy I l^o^f^i' -1) 
yy 6 PÔ  2 ' 2 ' _ 1 ) 

EE1 1 

vll^o 1'i 2'~1) ) 

Eh+VsBh Eh+VsBh ^yy è \Eo> ï^h -1) 
++ y l | -g 0 > 2 ' 2 '+ 1 ) 

Low-energyy eigenstates and energy spectra for an antiferromagnetic ficti-
tiouss field and abscent ligand hybridization. States are not written in their 
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fulll  forms (in terms of creation operators) but only listed by their quantum 
numberss in the sequence \E, s, m, Ap).. Their full forms can be found in the 
previouss section. 

T h ee ferromagnet ic f ict i t iou s field 

Wee first consider the ferromagnetic option, that is we want to determine the low-
energyy spectra and eigenstates of 

Ho,Ho, anti - E ^ + E E M A * + Un^} + fiBB (Sh>z + # M ) (3.54) 
<rr  t={l,2} a 

Concentratingg only on the low-energy states, that is states which have for 
BB = 0 an energy equal to EQ = 2ef + €<• one can represent Hamiltonian Eq.3.54 as 
thee matrix: 

\\ +^y/2(jtBBh El  iV2fiBBh J 
(3.55) ) 

withh respect to the basis I 

Thee following results are obtained 

£?? = £g , a = | , m = p = 2 2 

EE = El,s = \,m = P = -%) %) 

energyy spectrum 
\T\\T\ = B = 0 

H H 

energyy spectrum 
|T|| = 0 , 5 ^ 0 

Eh Eh 

correspondingg eigenstates 

yy 3 I^D.2 '^2 ' " 1 ) 

y3\y3\EEo^ho^h h~h~11) ) 

yy è l^oif'^ïï' -1) 

Low-energyy eigenstates and energy spectra for a ferromagnetic fictitious 
fieldfield and no ligand hybridization. States are not written in their full forms (in 
termss of creation operators) but only listed by their quantum numbers in the 
formm \E, s, m, Ap). Their full forms can be found in the previous section. 

Althoughh the form of the states 

£ 7 = £ g , aa = | ,Tn = p = - n and E = E^s = -,m = P = + l \ 

iss not affected by the ferromagnetic field, their energy is raised by an amount i / i gB / i . 
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3.4-43.4-4 Energy spectrum in the presence of both fictitious magnetic field and ligand 
hybridization hybridization 

I tt is now straightforward to calculate the low-energy spectrum in the presence of both 
thee ligand hybridization and the fictitious magnetic field. The results are listed in the 
tabless below, where we introduced the shorthand 6 = ^ g - , u = U/(U— (ec — ef)) 

low-energylow-energy spectrum for an antiferromagnetic polarization 
noo field 

onlyy lig. hyb. 
17-1^0,55 = 0 

E\E\ - 3ut 

El-ut El-ut 

El El 

onlyy field 
noo lig. hyb. 

\T\=Q,B?Q \T\=Q,B?Q 

El-fiEl-fiBBBh Bh 

El El 

El+nEl+nBBBh Bh 

loww field limit 

ElEl - 3ut 
1(H«BH)1(H«BH)2 2 

66 nt 

El-ut El-ut 
X^Bhf X^Bhf 
22 ut 

E711 + 2 ( ^ B f i ) 2 

highh field limit 
*f*» l l 

ElEl - fj,BBh 

p ii  2*  1 

El+fiEl+fi BBBh Bh 

lowlow energy spectrum for ferromagnetic polarization 

noo field 
onlyy lig. hyb. 

|r|^o,BB = o 

onlyy field 
noo lig. hyb. 

m=o,B^o o 

loww field limi t 
&f*< l l 

highh field limi t 
fifi nnBh Bh 

t t » 1 1 

ElEl - 3ut 
(A PP = - 1) 

ElEl -ut 
(App = +1) 

Eè-toBh Eè-toBh 

ElEl - 3ut 

BBBh Bh 
22 i^Bhf 
222 ut 

El-fiEl-fiBBBh Bh 
-2t^— -2t^— 

El El El-ut El-ut 

ElEl - 3ut  %fJ,BBh 

EEoo ~ tTirb 

El El 
(A PP = - 1) 

ElEl + fiEBh 
+ + 

ElEl + iiBBh 

Loww energy spectrum for a molecule with two f sites sharing one c site 
andd three electrons present. Introduced is a fictitious magnetic field which en-
forcess the f sites to order antiferromagnetically (upper table) or ferromagneti-
callyy (lower table). Listed are the energy levels for only a ligand-hybridization 
andd no fictitious field present (left column), only field no ligand-hybridization 
presentt (second left column), the limit where the effect of the applied ficti-
tiouss field is smaller than the effect of the ligand hybridization, ^ — <IC 1 
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Ferromagieticc Antiferromagetic 

113 3 

^̂_ _ 
33 -, 
> -- 0 
^^mmmm^ ^ 
uf f 
JL̂  ^ 
3 3 

S - 2 2 
£ £ 
CQ Q 
A A 
LU U 

-4 4 

k C ^ ^ 

«--
^ ^ ^ <c c ^ v ^ ^ 
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( l iBh) / (2 j tu t ) ) 

Figuree 12 Low-energy spectrum of a molecule consisting of two f sites sharing one c site, three 
electronss and a molecular field enforcing either a ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic ordering 
ontoo the two f sites. Its strength is represented by B. The f and c sites are primitive versions of 
magnetic-ionn and ligand atoms consisting of only one orbital representing a not completely filled 
ff shell in the case of the magnetic ion and a state of its ligand atom, respectively. Their orbital 
energiess are represented by ec and ef (ec > e f). t = \T\ / (e c - et), u = U/(U - (ec - e f)) 
andd (l represents the Bohr magneton. \T\ and U represent the ligand-hybridization strength 
betweenn f and c state and U the on-site Coulomb repulsion if an f site is doubly occupied. We 
restrictedd attention to t <C 1 and the low molecular-field limit, (/j,BBh)/(ut) <fC 1. 

(secondd right column) and the limi t where such field effects are stronger than 
thee ligand hybridization, ***£!  > 1 (most right column). The following nota-
tionn is adapted; E% = 2ef + ec, t = \T\2 / (ec - e{) , b 

 U/iU-^-et)). 
fifiBBBh/Bh/ (ec - ef) and 

I nn Fig. 12 the low field energy spectrum as function of the field strength B is 
plottedd both for the case of a ferromagnetic and an antiferromagnetic fictitious field. 

Too determine the susceptibility, we are only interested in the low field part. 
Wee further assume that the temperature is sufficiently low that only the two low-
estt branches of the spectra are occupied, i.e. states corresponding to the energies 

EEii  _ zut - ^ ^ ^ - and JEg - 3ut  &BBh - §jilih§^- for the ferromagnetic and an-
tiferromagneticc case, respectively. Note that for the ferromagnetic case the m = | 
degeneracyy is lifted by the introduction of the field while this is not the case for the 
antiferromagneticc fictitious field. 
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Consideringg the energy of the ferromagnetic case, as B is sufficiently low we 
cann discard the second order term in B with respect to the first order term. Hence 
for r 

22 (vBBhy 
277 ut 

«« -uBBh( implying B < 9 (ut)2) 

EE « Ei - 3ut  -f^Bfi. 

(3.56) ) 

(3.57) ) 

Inn this limi t the field dependence of the energy is similar to that of a two-level 
systemm with a fixed magnetization, Mo, either parallel or anti parallel to the field, 

M>> = 3^Bft- (3.58) ) 

Thee fact that for the ferromagnetic polarization the ground states for the 
lowestt fields behave so much as a two-level system with a fixed magnetization has 
consequencess for the susceptibility. For such systems it is known that the zero field 
susceptibilityy for temperatures approaching zero diverges as 1/T, where T represents 
thee temperature. The standard method to remove this singularity is to introduce an 
extremelyy small but finite disturbance. Its origin could be for example the influence 
off  other surrounding molecules or the fact that by definition some finite field is needed 
too measure the susceptibility. We introduce 

Kustt = f*Bh£S2 (3.59) 

Forr kB T «C ut the total energy, E, can now be straightforwardly calculated; 

inn the ferromagnetic case 

andd for the antiferromagnetic case 

E=-/jLE=-/jL BBh(*Bh(*B + t)tax>h{x(J3,B)) II 

577 ,d. II 

££ = -/iB^tanh(/?/zB£ft) | 

«« „t  II 

(3.60) ) 

Wee introduced the notation 0 = 1/ (kBT) and x fj3, B) = /3fxBH (\B + £ ). 
Forr the susceptibility \ = Ö2E/6B we obtain 

inn the ferromagnetic case 

andd for the antiferromagnetic case 
^9.7^9.7 ,it. 

ooeh(xO9,B))-x(0,B)) sinh(x(P,B)) 
coeh3(x(j0,B)) ) 

AA  a ut

(3.61) ) 
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Thee ferromagnetic susceptibility is of a Curie-Weiss form for sufficiently high 
temperatures. . 

3.55 Characteristic magnetic fields and temperatures, single-energy scat 
ingg relations 

Thee situation for a fictitious ferromagnetic field of the previous section is very similar 
too the situation for an externally applied magnetic field. We will use the results of 
thee previous section to generate some trends of how such a molecule would react to 
ann externally applied magnetic field. 

Inn the previous section we made a distinction between the low-field ((p^BK) / (ut) 
<CC 1) and the high-field ((pBBh) f (ut) » 1) limit . In the first situation the effect 
off  the magnetic field can be seen as a perturbation to the effects of the ligand-
hybridizationn term in interplay with the on-site repulsion (many-body effects). In 
thee second situation the reverse holds. 

Thee characteristic magnetic field, B*, is defined as the field needed to sup-
presss the effects observed in the absence of a field. That must be fixed by the cri-
terionn (fj,BB*h) / (ut) « 1, hence B* « (ut) / (uBh). Using the definition of T% (the 
characteristicc temperature above which all many-body effects start to disappear as 
ksTjj  = Zut it is straightforward to show that 

VVBBhB*hB* « B7?, (3.62) 

aa form of single-energy scaling. In this case the single energy scale is ut. 
Thee term | is fixed by the molecule considered. Considering a molecule of Nt 

ff  sites equally sharing one central c site with Nt +1 electrons present, it can be shown 
that t 

^B^-^—k^B^-^—kBB̂ ,^, (3.63) 

holds. . 

3.66 In conclusion 

Alreadyy in the previous chapter, we discussed a simple model molecule consisting of 
ann oversimplified version of a ligand atom and a magnetic ion. Its findings repro-
ducee most of the features of the single-ion Kondo effect. In this chapter, this model 
moleculee description is extended to versions bearing relevance to heavy-fermion be-
haviour. . 

Thee great advantage of such molecules is that they can easily be treated. Their 
featuress can, therefore, be traced back to their proper origins. The hope is that such 
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argumentss can be extrapolated to the case of the Periodic-Anderson Hamiltonian and 
heavy-fermionn behaviour. 

Wee studied two classes of molecules, focussing on two different aspects. The 
oness we considered are: the situation where an insufficient number of ligand atoms is 
presentt to form individual singlets at each magnetic ion and the situation where there 
aree ample ligand atoms present but each ligand atom has interactions with more that 
onee magnetic ion at a time. We did not consider the combination of both, that is: 
insufficientt ligand atoms having interactions with more than one magnetic ion at a 
time. . 

Bothh aspects we expect to be of importance in heavy-fermion behaviour. 

Wee reduced the magnetic ion and the ligand atom to a spin-degenerate local-
izedd state. This state can be either an f state or a c state. 

Inn the first class of model molecules more than one f site (2 or 3) are equally 
sharingg one c site. Clearly, an insufficient number of c sites/states is present to form 
individuall  singlets with each f site/state independently. This is clearly a situation 
att hand for most heavy-fermion materials. We were particularly interested in the 
groundd states, in the low-energy spectra and their corresponding eigenstates. Spe-
ciall  attention is given to the degree of singlet formation present in these low-energy 
eigenstates. . 

Thee basic idea is that a certain single-electron state can only be in singlet 
formationn with one other single-electron state at a time. This allowed us to make 
certainn observations for the ground states of such molecules in general (any number 
off  f sites sharing one c site) and predict the net total spin for such ground states. 
Thee total spin quantum number, s, is no longer restricted to zero; i.e. s = ^Nei — 1, 
wheree 7Vel, the number of conduction electrons present in the system, is equal to the 
totall  number of sites considered. 

Firstt we studied a molecule consisting of two f sites sharing one c site in more 
detail.. Considering the energy spectrum we observed again a clear separation into 
low-- and high-energy spectra where the first predominantly involved spin degrees of 
freedomm and the latter predominantly involved charge degrees of freedom. The low-
energyy part of the spectrum consists of three energy lines to which two characteristic 
temperaturess can be assigned (T* and T2*). The largest energy scale, kBTj* , is of a 
similarr nature as the characteristic energy scale found for the simple Fulde molecule, 
inn the previous chapter. I t corresponds to the energy difference between the ground 
statee and the highest excited state in this part of the spectrum. The latter state has 
aa similar charge distribution but its total spin is maximized (s = | ) . Any singlet 
formationn is completely suppressed in this state, whereas in the ground state the 
presencee of singlet formation between f and c states is optimized so that maximum 
profitt is made of its associated energy reduction. kBT2*  Is, therefore, associated with 
thee suppression of all singlet formation. It is eventually T2*  which must be associated 
withh the characteristic temperature, T*, of the heavy-fermion state. 

AA second characteristic energy scale, ksTf, can be assigned to the energy 
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differencee between the ground state and the first excited state. To identify the origin 
off  ksT? we studied the spin-spin correlation between the two f sites for the various 
low-energyy eigenstates. 

Wee found the ground state to order ferromagnetically. This made sense. In 
thiss fashion no effective motion of charge/spin from f site to f site can occur. An 
angularr momentum, hence an excess of, what in the classical sense could be doubt, 
kineticc energy, is avoided. 

Forr the second lowest low-energy eigenstate we found an antiferromagnetic 
ordering.. By the above-given argument, the excess energy with respect to the ground 
statee can be understood. Still singlet formation is occurring. The singlet formation 
betweenn c and f states is reduced with respect to the ground state but, instead, singlets 
aree formed between f states. It is as if a trade-off between the singlet formations 
betweenn ligand and magnetic-ion states and between two magnetic-ion states has 
occurred. . 

Wee expect the nature of the magnetic ordering (ferromagnetic) to be an arte-
factt of the particular symmetry of the model molecule used. It is its arrangement 
whichh caused for what can be identified as a strong "spin-orbit coupling''. Ferromag-
neticc ordering is in general the result of such a strong spin-orbit coupling. 

Wee believe, however, that the trade off in singlet formation between magnetic-
ionn f states and ligand conduction states (in favor of the singlet formation between 
differentt magnetic-ion f states for increasing temperatures) is a feature shared with 
heavy-fermionn behaviour. 

Wee also considered a model molecule wherein three f sites shared a central 
cc site. Its low-energy spectrum consists of four lines. Characteristic temperatures, 
TJJ and 7£, of a similar origin as in the previous molecule can be identified. But a 
third,, even lower, energy scale kB7J) was introduced. Its origin was related to the 
surpluss of symmetry operators present. All symmetry operators commute with the 
totall  Hamiltonian. But no longer do they commute with each other. 

Wee showed that for the ground state of such molecules, the net combined 
spinn of a single magnetic ion and the central ligand atom is at its minimum and 
independentt of the particular magnetic ion considered. The above criterion fixes the 
groundd state in a unique way. 

Wee expect Tf and 7^ to be of particular importance for heavy-fermion systems. 
Forr the molecule consisting of two f sites equally sharing a central c site we 

alsoo studied the effects of adding or removing an electron. Such action suppressed 
thee low-energy spectrum. Realize that the eigenstates corresponding to each energy 
linee obtained in our spectrum are many-body states. 

Inn real many-body systems single quasi-particle excitations are defined in terms 
off  either adding or removing an electron. This is basically what is probed in an XPS 
orr BIS experiment, respectively. 

Forr the second class of molecules an ample number of c sites versus f sites is 
presentt to form individual singlets at each f site/state with an c site/state. But the 
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ligandd hybridization strength of each c site to each f site is a constant. Al l f sites 
couplee equally strong to all c sites. 

Wee introduced a method to determine energy spectra and eigenstates for such 
molecules.. I t is demonstrated that the situation of the model molecule at hand 
iss equivalent with having two, non-interacting, subsystems. The first subsystem is 
effectivelyy a model molecule of the first class. The same number of f sites (with 
respectt to the original molecule) is sharing one central c site, with this respect that 
thee ligand-hybridization strength | r| is replaced by y/N  ̂ \T\, where Nc is the number 
off  c sites present. The second subsystem is formed by the conduction states. The 
totall  number of electrons is fixed, but how they are divided over the two subsystems 
iss not predetermined. 

Wee applied this method to a molecule consisting of two f sites equally sharing 
twoo c sites. We found two different types of ground states. In the first type of ground 
statee pairs of f and c states form singlets. The second type of ground state consists of 
twoo terms. In the first term, the two f sites are in a triplet arrangement with one c site 
doublyy occupied and the other c site empty. The fact that one c site is empty whereas 
thee other is doubly occupied could be interpreted as an electron-hole excitation. In 
thee second term always one pair of c and f states is in singlet arrangement whereas the 
otherr is simultaneously in a triplet arrangement. The existence of a small magnetic 
momentt in heavy-fermion behaviour could possibly be related to the presence of these 
twoo different types of ground states. 

Wee also considered the lowest excited states. They also consist of electron-hole 
excitations. . 

Wee believe these electron-hole excitations to be relevant to real heavy-fermion 
systems. . 

Onee line of thought is to arrange small molecules into a lattice. The molecule 
consideredd (two f sites equally sharing two c sites) can also be interpreted as a first 
at temptt gluing two smaller molecules (consisting of one f site and one c site) together. 

Al ll  energy scales found in our model molecules can be represented as various 

fractionss of t = 7~^y (as oc at where a € Q). Hence, we expect the characteristic 

energyy scales in the periodic system to be exponential functions of P ^ L. 
Finally,, we placed the model molecule consisting of two f sites equally sharing 

aa central c site into fictitious magnetic fields forcing the magnetic ions to order either 
ferromagneticallyy or antiferromagnetically with respect to each other. 

I nn this way, one can confirm the preferred type of magnetic ordering. 

However,, this can also be interpreted as a first attempt to arrange such model 
moleculess in a periodic lattice configuration. In this case, the only type of interaction 
conservedd between the molecules is magnetic of nature. 

Furthermore,, a ferromagnetic fictitious field clearly shares features with an 
externallyy applied magnetic field. Such calculations can, therefore, be used to study 
thee effect of a magnetic field on such a molecule. A characteristic field strength, B*, 
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cann be identified. An energy scaling relation is established between B* and  I t 
iss the latter which wil l take the role of the characteristic temperature in real heavy-
fermionn systems. 
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